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ABSTRACT

This project focuses on with the development of Financial Statement System for Small

Businesses which apply to any small business in Malaysia. In this day and age where IT

technologies permeate virtually every facet of society, business organizations especially

small and medium companies should not miss the advantages of it. This research will

look at the acceptance level and effectiveness of using financial management system

among the small companies in Malaysia. The target is to find out the rationale behind

these problems and solutions to make the development of financial management system

successful. The research involves small businesses in Malaysia such as grocery stores,

bakeries, computer shops, stationery shops and so on. In this project, several techniques

are used to elicit information such as conducting interview session with businesses,

carrying out surveys at the shops and also research on the Internet, journals and books.

In this project, the requirements for the system are listed and ranked. Based on the

requirements, the prototype of Financial Statement System for Small Business will be

developed to ensure that it satisfies all the requirements. Based on the findings that

have been done, it highlights that the industry should realize the potential that Financial

Statement System for Small Businesses offers and its ability to help the small and

medium companies to compete in larger markets.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

This project and research are mainly onMalaysian Small and Medium Enterprise

that covers both east and west peninsular Malaysia. As a fast and developing country,

it is believed companies operating in Malaysia will have the potential to practice the

financial management system no matter what kind of company they are: including

small and medium sized companies. Every business organization, financial

management, good or service for the company is one of the core activities. Financial

management process is important for making sure that business uses optimized

business flows although it is small ormedium sized companies.

The numbers of companies are considered as small and medium sized has

increased day by day. Money is the big challenge where small and medium sized

companies have to face if they decided to implement Financial Statement System for

Small Business in their business. Financial Statement System for Small Business is

also called accounting software. It is computer software that records and processes

accounting transactions within functional modules such as accounts payable, accounts

receivable, payroll and trial balance. It functions as an accounting information

system. It may be developed in-house by the company or organization using it, may

bepurchased from a third party, or may be a combination of a third-party application

software package with local modifications. It varies greatly in itscomplexity and cost.

This research will be emphasizing on the effectiveness of using financial statement

system for small business.



1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Problem Identification

In this research, the level of using financial management system is the main

objectives where it is important to know how the small and medium sized companies

agree to financial management system. This will confirm whether financial

management is beneficial for SMEs and can be successfully implemented in those

companies. From the preliminary data gathering, it is believed that for most of small

and medium sized companies, money will still be the issue that hinders them to take

the challenge doing something new. These companies are afraid that the Financial

Statement System for Small Businesses will involve a lot of money than the revenue

made. Besides, another problem is some companies that lack of financial resource and

could notdo high investment in the business (Enrique, 1990).

Uncertainty is also another main reason where they do not fully understand how

the financial management system can help in their business process. The lack of

information about new technology is one of the barriers in using new system intheir

business. Lack ofaccess and use ofinformation can result in businesses running at a

loss (Banda, Mutula & Grand, 2004). Plus, there are certain companies are

comfortable enough with their manual type of financial management.

1.2.2 Significance of the Project

In order to make sure these small and medium sized companies able to enter a

wide challenge market, they should not miss the opportunities from the electronic

transaction as the larger companies have been done. From the finding results, a

prototype will be developed that meet all the requirements for a Financial Statement

System for Small Businesses and how cost and time can be reduced by convincing the

companies to implement the Financial Statement System for Small Business.



1.3 Objectives & Scope of Study

The objectives of this research are:

• To study the financial management systemfor Small and MediumEnterprise

in Malaysia in orderto have clearviewof how far financial management

system can be successfully implemented.

• To study the effectiveness of the existing products (accounting software) such

as Open System Accounting Software (OSAS), MYOB and so on.

• Toidentify the level of acceptance of financial management system bythe

small and medium-sized companies whether to use or not to use financial

management system in their business process.

• To gather requirements in order to develop a system that performs as financial

management system. Thiswill help to reduce costs, time andmanpower of the

companies especially for small and medium sized enterprise.

• To develop a prototype of fully functioning system that will be called as

Financial Statement System for Small Business for SMEs that can help those

companies to gain benefits from this new system.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 Introduction to SME

In general there is no exact definition of small and medium enterprise (SME).

However, the definition of SME usually based on fixed quantitative criteria such as

number of employees, amount of capital; amount of assets owned and recently

including the sales ofturnover ofenterprise (Hashim &Wafa, 2002). In Malaysia, the

Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) defines SMEs as

manufacturing companies or companies providing manufacturing related services

with annual sales turnover not exceeding RM25 million and full time employees not
more than 150.

2.2 Introduction to Financial Statement System for Small Business

Financial Statement System for Small Businesses is designed to help businesses

in managing their finance. The system is used to replace the traditional technique

which is ledger book. Financial Statement System for Small Business is quite similar

to accounting software that are sold in the market out there. But, there are few

differences between those systems and existing products.

One of the differences is graphing andcharting for final reporting of the business.

It shows the business performances to the user such as financial performance and



products sales. Those graphs and charts are generated automatically by getting values

from the financial statements inside the system. Financial Statement System for Small

Business could produce proper output (report) to business owner to analyzeand make

decision (Andreas, 2000).

Another feature that is not innormal accounting software is inventory manager. In

this feature, user could know the status of product's stock. It is easy to manage by

everybody.

In the system, financial statement (balance sheet and income statement) is not

done by user, it is generate automatically by the system, but not all, only certain

values which areproducts' price and product's unitsoldmust be keyed in by user and

the rest are automatically generated like daily report, financial statement and so on.

During transaction between business owner and buyer, there are some activities.

Business owner (seller) record the items that buyer buy into the system. From those

activities and some additional activities by user, financial statement will come out.

Besides, graphs and charts of business performances are automatically generated.

Those information are very useful to do analysis. Financial statements will be

generated after user completed a few processes at the receipt form.

Figure 2.1 describe the flow of Financial Statement System for small Businesses.

There are two parts which are for customers' activities and businesses' activities. For

customers' part, the first step is purchase, where by business transaction among

buyers and seller (businesses) is doing. After both of them satisfy, customer will pay

forthe products goodand receipt of the purchase just now will be printed.

For the businesses' activities, there are five steps whichare purchase, daily report,

monthlyreport, yearly report and inventory checking. The first step is purchasewhich

is the activity among buyer and seller. After seller sells the products, the purchasing

information will be recorded. For this activity, receipt of the purchasing will be

recorded. This record will be gathered for the daily report. After daily report, the

monthly report will be come out. Lastly is yearly report that shows the performance



of the business. Those reports are used for doing analysis of the business and business

owner also knows the performance of the business. They can compare the

performances by daily, monthly or yearly.

PURCHASE * PAYMENT • RECEIPT

j i

Customers

DAILY

REPORT

MONTHLY

REPORT

YEARLY

REPORT

1

INVENTORY

CHECKING

Businesses

Figure 2.1 Financial Statement System Flow

2.3 Benefits of Financial Statement for Small Business

Following are the tips from lifetips website. There are somebeneficial of using

financial system. Below are the benefits (LifeTips, 2006):

Most small businesses have very basic accounting needs, the Financial

Statement System for Small Business does not have to be sophisticated. The

main improvement software engenders in the running of a small business is

time efficiency.



Financial Statement System for Small Business can improve the efficiency of
a small business. For one thing the back office is taken care of, and you can

focus on your primary objective: your business.

With computerized financial management, you reduce the amount of time you
have to spend monitoring and organizing your finance. The information will

be available at your fingertips, and systemized, so that there are no anomalies,

there will be no information missing.

System is to help businesses develop financial solutions that allow for faster

and more reliable processing of financial information.

Most of the rest of the work is done for you, as the business management

solutions are designed to convert data about your finance - sales, productions,
payroll, suchas into comprehensive, easy-to-understand account reports.

2.4 Description of the domain

The Financial Statement System for Small Business is focused more on the

financial statement. Financial statement consists of income statement, balance sheet

and cash flow.

Income statement answer the question, how profitable is the business? In

providing this answer, the income statement reports financial information related to

five broad areas of business activity; revenue (sales), cost of good sold, operating

expense, financing costs and tax expenses.

Balance sheet is a financial statement comprising a listing of the assets, liabilities

and owner's equity of a business as of a particular date. Under the accounting

equation, assets are always equal to (and thus in balance with) liabilities and owner's

equity; hence, the term 'balance sheet.'



Cash flow is a financial statement that reports net cash provided or used as a

result of a company's operating, investing, and financing activities and the net effect

of those cash flows on cash and cash equivalents for a given period in a manner that

reconciles beginning and ending cash and cash equivalents.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK

The methodology used in the development of the project is the Waterfall Model

which is shown in Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1 Waterfall Model



3.1 Waterfall Model

The waterfall model is a software development model (a process for the creation of

software) in which development is seen as flowing steadily downwards (like a

waterfall) through the phases of requirements analysis, design, implementation,

testing (validation), integration, andmaintenance (Wikipedia, 2006).

There are some advantages ofusing waterfall model (whatis.com. 2005):

• It allows for departmentalizationand managerial control.

• A schedule can be set with deadlines for each stage of development and a

product can proceed through the development process and theoretically, be

delivered on time.

• Development moves from concept, through design, implementation, testing,

installation, troubleshooting, andendsup at operation andmaintenance.

• Each phase of development proceeds in strict order, without any overlapping

or iterative steps.

3.2 Development Cycle: Six Phase

3.2.1 Requirements:

The requirements phase is the phase where problems are specified along with the

desiredobjectives (goals). Firstly, the list of the small shop which is could use this

system. The examples of small shop are stationary shops, computer shops and gift

shops. The system is only suitable for the shops that sell finished products. After

the list of shop, it will proceed with data gathering for findings. There are several

ways to collect all the data and information needed which includes interviewing
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business owners, providing questionnaires, call conversations with respective

business owners and also observation through the Internet andjournals.

3.2.2 Specification:

After requirement phase, all the data will be gathered and compiled into more

detail description of the system specification. Those information are very useful

and can be considered a references when entering the design phase.

3.2.3 Design:

After analyze all the requirements, the project will be continued with the design

phase. Tools to be used are chosen first so that preparation for development of the

system can be done. Flow of the system will also be drawn to show how the

system works, and howthe data andinformation flows within the system.

The design should be based on the requirements needed for the financial

management process. The design must be formal and user friendly. Database for

the system should be designed in order to make that it is efficient and well-

organized to manage all the requirements of the user and the system itself. The

tool that will be used on design phase is Microsoft Visio. This tool could help in

designing diagrams for the system suchas system flow and data flow diagram.

3.2.4 Implementation:

In the implementation and testingphase stage, the working system is implemented

and tested. Programming skill will be needed for this development phase in order

to make the prototype successfully developed. Programming language that will be

used in this phase is Visual Basic 6 and for the database is Microsoft access. The

system should be based on the data flow design which has been drawn in the

design phase.
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During the development phase, few testing will be conducted in order to make

sure the system is working well or not. This could help to find errors and flaws of

the system and try to fix the problems.

3.2.5 Integration:

In this phase, the stubs/ parts/segments of the program is integrated and

combined. Then the system is tested as a whole to make sure that it meets the

requirements sets earlier. After completing the system development, the major

testing for working prototype will be done in order to make sure it meet all the

system requirements and make any corrections if there is any flaws encountered.

3.2.6 Maintenance:

The maintenance phase is usually the longest stage of the software. In this phase

the software is updated to:

• Meet the changing users needs

• Correct errors and oversights previously undetected in the testing phases

• Enhancing the efficiency of the software

Why Waterfall Model is chosen:

• Testing is inherent to every phase of the waterfall model

• It is an enforced disciplined approach

• It is documentation driven, that is, documentation is produced at every stage

• It can fall back at any stage if there is a need to

12



3.3 Ontology concept

Knowledge acquisition was a major challenge that was faced during the ontology

design phase. This problem was simplified by the author's decision to scope down the

ontology domain to focus primarily on financial statement. The author employed a

number of knowledge acquisition techniques in order to design and construct the

ontology. These techniques included:

• Studying financial statement: the income statement, the balance sheet and

cash flow to make final report and decisions. Income statement show how

profitable is the business, balance sheet provides a snapshoot of the

company's financial position at a specific point in time, and cash flow; profit

are calculated on an accrual basis.

• Reading general ledger after complete balancing. This process comes from

transaction between customer and seller.

• Reading financial statement report to generate graph or chart to make final

report and decision.

• Studying how to save financial statement in proper way which is in proper

database.

3.4 Agent

The financial statement system for small business is developed within an agent

based framework that interfaced with the ontology. Beloware some explanations and

architecture of the agents:

• Buy agent: this agent is between seller and buyer (customer) duringactivityof

selling products to buyer.

• Transaction agent: this is activity between seller and buyer (customer) during

selling products. So, the agent for this activity is human.

13



Receipt management agent: this agent carries out the information from

transaction between seller and buyer which is receipt then processes them for

balancing.

Financial statement agent: this agent brings all the information from balancing

to create final report and make decision.

Report agent: this agentwill provide final report to the user (businesses) to see

the performance of the business. The agent also provide graph and chart as

additional items for final reports.

Decision agent: the agent will help user in making decision for his/her

business.

Buy Agent
Purchasing info

Decision

agent

Financia report

Figure 3.2 Agent Ontology
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3.5 System Requirements

• System can manage finance properly without much work from user. For

example, user just keys in purchase information such products' price and

product's unit sold in receipt form and system generates financial statement

automatically.

• System can store information about financial management such financial

statement, financial report and inventory.

• System can generate graph and chart that show the summary of the business

as well as final report.

3.6 Project Requirements

• Operating system - WinXP or Win2K

• Authoring tools - Visual Basic.Net, Visual Basic 6

• Database - MySQL or Microsoft Access

3.7 Tools

To accomplish the task of designing and developing this prototype, many

applications and tools wouldbe required.

• Windows XP

Windows XP is one of the major revisions of the Microsoft Windows

operating system created for use on desktop and business computer systems. It

is easier to find authoring tools for Windows XP rather than other Windows

version. For example Microsoft Visual Basic 6 and Microsoft Access that

going to use in developing and designing this project.

15
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Microsoft Project

Microsoft Project is a project management software program which is

designed to assist project managers in developing plans, assigning resources

to tasks, and tracking progress. Microsoft Project is use to design Gantt chart

for this project.

Microsoft Visual Basic 6

Visual Basic 6 is the programming tools for developing the system. It is

preferable because easy to use and quickly in developing the system.

Microsoft Access

Database Management system (DBMS) for the system is Microsoft Access.

Microsoft Office Access is a relational database management system from

Microsoft. Microsoft Access is easily applied to small projects but scales

inefficiently to large projects if applications are designed poorly.The database

is used tostore and retrieve information using the application system.

16



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Problems

There are some problems in manual financial management. These problems could

effects the efficiency in managing finance. If those problems are still there and not

solve, the business could be slow in growth. As we now, this new century there are

lot of competitions in business and if we still in the old level, we would leave behind.

So, by solving this problems anddesign new system, it could help them andmake the

business more productive. Below are the problems that have been identified:

• Manual record

Nowadays, most of small business owner in Malaysia use ledger book to

calculate profit/loss. Ledger book is one of the traditional techniques in

financial management. Every transaction in business must be record in ledger

book to make sure business transactions are always keep in track. There are

some problems in using ledger book as financial record.

A business owner must always record in ledger book for every transaction that

has been done. Before they record in ledger book, they must refer to the

receipts that they has done during transactions. From receipts, they should

transfer into the ledger book for balancing which is for balance sheet and

income statement (financial statement). There are lot of work to do to get the

last result which is financial statement. Those activities are consumed a lot of

time.

17



•

•

Large storage

After the business owner does financial record, the ledger book will be kept

properly. Then ledger book mustbe kept them at suitable place, if not it could

damage, lost or misplace. If this happen, they could not refer to the previous

financial statements. Besides, they need large storage to keep the ledger book.

Complicated in managing finance by using ledger book

With proper financial management, business owner can do analysis

efficiently. Manual financial record is quite complicated for businesses to do

analysis to the business. They must refer to every financial record in ledger

book to do analysis. Every day there aremany financial records, so they must

refer to them oneby one. This activity will consume a lot of time to complete.

Monitor inventory manually

In manual record, it is difficultto monitor the inventory. Businessownermust

always perform calculation manually on them. If the stocks are many and big

like furniture, it will be difficult to business owner to calculate them.

Indirectly, it consumes lot of time to get the total of the stocks.

For your information, there is some software out there that can solve certain

problems that have been mentioned before. Based on the research carried out, most of

the products are have the same features. Accounting knowledge is required for those

who want to use the software. So, for those who do not have basic accounting will be

difficult to use the software. Besides, the products are quite expensive to small

business owners. The price range is between RM1,100 up to hundred thousand

RinggitMalaysia. Those products are export products, and not from our countrythat

why it expensive. Besides, those existing products have same features. One of their

features is final report or summary of the financial report are in values and numbers.

Refer to the Appendix 2 for further information (MYOB. 2006).

18



4.2 Overcome the problems

Based on the research carried out, a new system must be designed to help

businesses solve their problems. The system must be designed based on the problems

that have been mentioned. The system will help them in calculating financial

information like income statement and balance sheet to reduce their working hour,

more systematic, and faster in managing finance. Below are the objectives of the

project:

• Computerize all the financial record

The main objective is to replace ledger book as a financial record to system by

proposing a system that can calculate financial statement, balancing, total

sales, profit/loss and so on. Before this, most of businesses calculate their

financial statements manually and consume a lot of time to complete it. By

using this system, businesses do not need much time to calculate financial

statement. They just key in certain value such as product's price, product's

unit and product's description in the system and the system calculate

automatically.

• Proper database for financial record

Another thing that important in this system is database that will store all

information about finance. With proper database, users can be easily referred

to the database through the system. Before this, ledger book as financial

record, but by using this system, there is no more ledger book as a financial

record. Users can save thousand of financial record in database without any

problems any more. No more larger space is required to keep the financial

information as ledger book.

• Provide graph and chart to make users easier do some analysis based on

the financial system

19



Financial statement is one of the important things in business. With financial

statement, businesses can do analysis on his/her business performance. It

shows the profit/loss of the business. By using this system, businesses will be

easy to see the performance of the business by referring to the graph and chart

inside the system. The graph and chart will show the trending of the business

whether it is good or not. This is final report for the business that he/she has

done. Those graph and chart are generating automatically based on financial

records that he/she has done before. The graphs and chart show the summary

of the business activities as well as final report. This could be use as

information for businesses to analyze the business performances. So, they do

not need to spend a lot of time to do analysis on the financial records.

• User friendly

One of the important things in design new system is user friendly. User

friendly means the system is easy to use, easy to manage and easy to

understand the output (report). This could help users in daily work such as

reduce time, more productive, efficient and more quality (Ives, Olson &

Baroudi,. 1983).

4.3 System Constraints

The discussion on system constraint for this project will be divided into two parts.

The first part will be on the constraint before the project start and another part will be

the constraint after the project is completed. For the first part the project constraint

will be discuss based on four main factors which is schedule, cost, technology and

policy.

Schedule The financial statement system must be fully operational by 19 of May.

There are 17 weeks given in completion of the project, the process of

analysis, design, testing and implementation should be able to complete

20



within this period of time.

Cost This is an academic project, the tools and equipment shouldbe

providedby the university, the main objectiveis the systemto

accomplish the requirement of the project. The cost of the full

functional should affordable enoughfor many small business

companies to use it.

Technology To use new system, user must have windows XP and above. Then,

there must be Microsoft access for the database for the system. The

new system should be highly supported by database management

system. The user interface design for the new system should be .

user friendly.

Policy The system only involve licensing vendors that's has been permitted

the government. All the procedures providedby the administrator

should be understandable and agreed by party, customer and

vendorsbefore doing, business within the system

4.4 System Architecture

Cashier/

Business

owner

Financial

System
Financial

Record

(Database)

Figure 4.2 System Architecture

Figure 4.2 above show the general architecture in the Financial Statement System

for Small Business. Financial system is the main thing in this system, which is

21



manage all the business transaction and financial statements. Financial record is the

database that record all the business transaction and financial items such as daily

report, monthly report, and yearly report. Cashier/business owner is the user of the

system, where he/she key in all the products information into the system that comes

from customer.

4.5 System flow

Daily
Report

Monthly
Report

Inventory

i

.1

k

: ,
!

| Mam Menu r* H Report j

'A

„::::::::*

Print

Preview \

.:r

Receipt !
Yearly
Report

Figure 4.3 System Flow

Figure 4.3 shows the system flow of the system. Actually those are the pages that

link among each other. There are eight pages inside the system which are main menu,

inventory, receipt, print preview, daily report, monthly report and yearly report. The

system starts at main menu. In the main menu, there are three buttons that user can

choose, which are inventory, receipt, and report. For receipt, there is a form for user

to key in the information about the products that purchase by customers such as

products ID, products description, quantity and price. After that process, user can go

to print preview for printing. From main menu, user also can go the report page that

22



shows the summary of the business transaction whether in daily report, monthly

report or yearly report. In the inventory page, user could check the stock of the

products. Besides, user also can addnewproducts if thereare new products come in.

4.6 Prototype Interfaces

4.6.1 Main Menu Page

«. MAIN PAGE B@fx)

FINANCIAL

STATEMENT

SYSTEM FOR

SMALL

BUSINESS

E»T |

j RECEIPT REPORT INVENTORY

,-.:.•,-;.. ••

Figure 4.4 Main Menu Page

Figure 4.4 shows the main menu page of the system. There are three buttons on

the main menu page which are receipt, report and inventory. When user clicks one of
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the buttons, the next page will come up. The exit button on the bottom right is button

for close the system.

4.6.2 Receipt Page

RECEIPT

Name: JAhmad Ali Date: 5/26/2008

Item No Description Price/Unit Quantity Amount

BK1033 Book 1.20 2 2.40

BE1034 Exercise Book 1.50 3 4.50

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Total RM|6;90

Update Mew Entry Cancel

MainPage

Figure 4.5 Receipt Page

Figure 4.5 is the page for user to key in purchase information into the system.

Total price will be automatically calculated when user clicks on total button. Update

button use to updating the purchase information into database. New entry button is
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the next transaction or next customer. Cancel button is for cancel the transaction and

last button which is Main page, whereuser can go back to main menu page.

4.6.3 Preview Page

* RECEIPT PREVIEW

Name: Ahmad AM

Item No

BK1033 Book

BE1034 Exercise Book

Description

OK
...„J

Serial No.: 262

Date: 5/26/2006

00®

Quantity Price/Unit

2 1.20

3 1.50

Total: RM 3.90

Figure 4.6 Preview Page

Figure 4.6 is the preview page that shows the products that have bought by

customer. This is also print preview for receipt. This page will come up after user

click on update button. All the transaction information such customer's name, date,
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serial number, item ID, product description, quantity and price will be shown on this

page. OK button is use to go back to main page.

4.6.4 Report Page

In report page, there are three interfaces which are daily report, monthly report

and yearly report. Below is the daily report page and the rest of the pages are show in

the appendices.

Daily Report

REPORT PPIx

REPORT

DailyReport ] Monthly Report ] Yearly Report

Main Page

Sales

Cost of Good Sold

Profit

Calculate

100.50

60.50

40.00

Figure 4.7 Daily Report
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Figure 4.7 is the daily report page that shows the daily sale, daily cost of good

sold (COGS) and daily profit. Calculate button is use to calculate daily profit that

come from value of sales and cost of good sold. The Main Page button, is use to go

back to the main page.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

Financial statement system for small business is good for those whojust start up

the new business. The system is very user friendly, easy to use and easy to learn. It

does not require any accounting knowledge to use the system as other software in the

market. Users only need to know a bit about business for using the system. By using

this system, there are no more manual techniques which is using ledger book as

financial management.

Database is important in this system for storing financial information. Microsoft

Access is database management system for the system. Before this most of the

businesses use ledger book as financial records, and need large space for storage. By

using this system, business owner do not need large space for storage financial

information. With proper database, users can be easily referred to the database

through the system.

Financial statement system for small business will help businesses to see the

performance of the business by referring to the graph and chart inside the system. The

graph and chart will show the trending of the business whether it is good or not. This

is final report for the business that he/she has done. Those graph and chart are

generating automatically based on financial records that he/she has done before. The

graphs and chart show the summary of the business activities as well as final report.

So, they do not need to spend a lot of time to do analysis on the financial records.
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5.2 Recommendation

For this project, there are some recommendations that the author wants to

propose. One of the recommendations is to put the system online. At the moment this

is a stand-alone system and only businesses that buy this software can use it. Online

system here means extending the order form online. Then, the system also provide

products' catalogue on the order form. Complement the business, the business owner

should do some extra work which is to provide delivery service to the customers who

have ordered.

The business owner can run only one financial statement system at a time. But

for future expansion, business could set up to run more than one financial statement

system at a time. In one shop, many financial statement systems could be run at any

one time. Thus allowing to businesses use many financial statement systems

concurrently.

Another recommendation is to introduce point of sale (POS) terminal which is

connected to the system via barcode reader. User just use barcode and barcode reader

for entering products' information into the system (business transaction). User

directly scan barcode on the product, not use product ID on the price tag. Business

owner do not need pasting the price tag on the product any more. This will make it

easier for the cashier (user) to use the system. Besides, the barcode reader could be

used to register new products as they come in to the store. This could reduce typing

work in business activity.

Another recommendation is to include a payment system. Payment system here

means that the system supports cash or credit payment methods.

After final presentation, there are some recommendations that have been given by

external and internal examiner for the system. One of the recommendations is to add
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one function in the inventory management control. The function is the system could

show the quantity of products sold, at the moment, the system just shows the

remaining number of product. For example, the quantity of products now is 200 units,

and then the products have been sold 25 units, so the system shows remaining

products which is 175 units. For the recommendation, the Inventory management

could show the quantity of products that have been sold to customers which is 25

units.
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Appendix 2: Yearly Report (OSAS software)



Product stock

Purchase Info.

User/Business

Owner

""•*'

Financial report

Calculate

Product

Price

•v

Purchases Info.

Generate

Receipt

Calculate

Financial

Report

Generate

Financial

Report

Inventory
Checking

Product
Irifo

Receipt

Daily Financial

Monthly
Financial

Yearly
Financial

IProduct

info

| Inventory

"*1 Customer

J I Daily

1 | Monthly

1 I Yearly

Daily Report

, i
H Report

Monthly Report ' •%

Yearly Report

Appendix 3: Data Flow Diagram



REPORT

Daily Report Monthly Report

Income

Statement

Balance Sheet

New Entry i

Update

.Main Page

Date: jl/31/2004

I Income Statement

Sales

Cost Of Good Sold

Gross Profit

General Operating Expenses

Net Income

Next Previous First

Yearly Report

[3001.00

13G0.20

1G40.8

I7U2.00

1338.80

Last

Appendix 4: Monthly Report; Income Statement



REPORT

Daily Report Monthly Report

Date: fl/31/20M"""

Yearly Report

Income

Statement

Balance Sheet

New Entry

Update

Main Page

Balance Sheet

Cash

Inventories

Prepaid expenses

Total current assets

Fixed assets

Total assets

ASSET

{1002.00

(42G0LOO"
J1000.00

;G,2G2.00

:2110.00

J8.372.00
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Accrued expenses

Owner's equity

Total liabilities and equity

nr

J8372.00

j8.372.00

Next Previous First Last

Appendix 5: Monthly Report; Balance Sheet



Daily Report

REPORT

Monthly Report ]~ Yearly Report

Income

Statement

Balance Sheet

New Entry

Update

Main Page

Date: |12/31/2004

Income Statement

Next

Sales 134708.50

Cost Of Good Sold |17570 70

Gross Profit J52.279.20

General Operating Expenses 18318.80

Depreciation |o
Total Operating Expenses {8.318.80

Operating Income J43.3G0.40

Other Income jo

Taxes jo

Net Income J43.9G0.40

Previous First Last

Appendix 6: Yearly Report; Income Statement



REPORT

Daily Report Monthly Report Yearly Report

Income

Statement

New Entry

Update

Main Page

Date: [12/31/200-1
Balance Sheet

Cash

Account Receivable

Inventories

Prepaid expenses

Total current assets

Equipment

Equipment Depreciation

Net Fixed Asset

Total assets

ASSET

19922.90

0

34256.00

6000.00

60,178.90

2~145.00 "
260.00

1.885.00

62,063.90

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Account Payable
Expenses Payable

Loan Payable

Accrued expenses

Owner's equity
Total liabilities and equity

Next Previous First

0

6000.00

0

734.00

55329.90

62,063.90

Last

Appendix 7: Yearly Report; Balance Sheet



INVENTORY

INVENTORY

Book New Category New Category New Category

New Category New Category New Category New Category

New Category NewCategory New Category NewCategory

New Category New Category New Category NewCategory

NewCategory NewCategory New Category New Category

New Category New Category New Category New Category

NewCategory NewCategory NewCategory NewCategory

Main page

Appendix 8: Inventory Main Page



* Book 0@S

Category: |Book

Item No Description Quantity PriceAJnit SellingPrice

BK1033 Book 96 070 1.20

BE1034 Exercise Book 140 1.00 1.50

BX1D35 Storybook 19G _, 5.50 aoo

-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sellprice-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price^unit- •sellprice-
-itemNo- •Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
•itemNo- •Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-

-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sellprice-
-itemNo- -Descriptbn- •Quantity- -price/unit- -sellprice-
-iternNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- •sell price-
-iternNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -se!l price-
•itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-
•itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-

-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- •sell price-

-iternNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sellprice-
•itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/unit- -sellprice-
-itemNo- -Description- -Quantity- -price/'unit- -seliprice-
-itemNo- -Descriptbn-

Update

-Quantity- -price/unit- -sell price-

OK | Cancel

Appendix 9: Inventory; Category


